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Introduction 

Meaning becomes rather than is. This statement makes an indirect reference to 
the concept of construal, or construction, which is the main theme of the present 
monograph. It is placed at the very heart of Cognitive Linguistic theorizing 
about language, meaning and communication. Consisting of both phonological 
(segmental) and conceptual poles, a linguistic expression provides a special 
optics, to use a metaphor from vision, on the reality that one intends to describe. 
The so-called objective reality is never really objective for a language user, 
who is bound to make conscious, but also subconscious choices regarding 
language form, both grammatical schemas, and lexis. This, in turn, reflects how 
entities have already been ranked for cognitive salience in conventional 
conceptualizations.  

The term construal has been identified with both mental processes and 
their products, whereas the term coding in the present monograph is 
preferentially used to denote configuring or configurations of language form. 
In terms closer to Cognitive Grammar, the semantic pole of an expression is 
associated with construal, whereas its segmental content with linguistic coding, 
though sometimes it is called linguistic construal in cognitive linguistics 
literature.  

Despite numerous attempts at classifying processes involved in constructing 
an expression (which by definition involves both semantic and segmental poles), 
no single categorization has been proposed. However, despite this pluralism of 
options, the very frequently recurring themes are cognitive salience, or cognitive 
prominence, also attention. Hence, in agreement with this observation, but also 
with the so-called principle of converging evidence, the theoretical position 
accepted in this book is that proper adjustment of cognitive salience of entities in 
conception is the ultimate goal of construal operations. This is made possible via 
the operation of multiple strands of attention. In sum, attention is the complex 
mental ability that ranks the salience of entities in conception, including the well 
known process of thinking for speaking (cf. Slobin 1996).  

But what is attention. Although the term has been used in psychology and 
cognitive linguistics, it is still not clear how to treat it. This work tries to bridge 
this gap by providing a discussion of the philosophy and psychology of 
attention, its theories, kinds, features, and relations to consciousness. In the 
remaining parts of the book the author decided to understand it after Baars 
(1997), Chafe (1994) and Jackendoff (1997), who draw a dividing line between 
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attention and consciousness. They treat attention as a number of implicit 
processes that constitute the contents of consciousness. The author wishes to 
stress, however, that he remains neutral with regard to which specific model or 
theory of attention should be accepted as the dominant one, though he grants 
endogenous attention a greater role in linguistic functioning.  

Mental processes, however, are usually fed by some representations. The 
present volume adopts the representational format that is not abstract symbolic, 
but modality specific and analogical to the original experience that created it, 
hence the name modal and analogic. It has been described in psychological 
literature by Barsalou (1988, 1999, 2008, 2009), Zwaan (1999), Penfield (1958), 
Stanfield and Zwaan (2001), Zwaan, Stanfield and Yaxley (2002), but also in 
many linguistics works of, e.g. Bergen and Wheeler (2006), Bergen et al. (2007), 
Richardson et al. (2003), Glenberg and Kashak (2002), Tettamanti et al. (2005), 
Buccino et al. (2001), Taylor and Zwaan (2008), Bergen (2012) to mention only 
a few studies.  

The speculations that attentional mechanisms give rise to heightened 
cognitive prominence of selected entities at the expense of others has been 
expressed, though sometimes only indirectly in cognitive linguistics and 
discourse literature. By way of example, one can mention Langacker’s (1987, 
1991, 1999, 2001, 2008) distinctions in this respect: profile/base alignment, 
figure/ground distinction, mental scanning operations, windowing in discourse, 
designation, reification, cognitive definitions of grammatical categories (noun, 
verb, adjective, adverb, etc), temporality/atemporality, grounding, attentional 
frame, Autonomy/Dependence (modification/complementation), e-site, prominence 
asymmetry, foregrounding/backgrounding (e.g. in the choice of grammatical 
voice construction), but also Chafe’s (1994) model of discourse described by the 
flow metaphor, where a single intonation unit is a correlate of a single act  
of consciousness. Though such linguistic coding of intonation units that 
corresponds to the single-clause format is typical, speakers can in essence 
distribute the content of a “thought” and code it in two or three consecutive 
intonation units, thus rendering their components more salient. Moreover, at the 
higher, discourse level, speakers have a choice to regulate cognitive salience of 
events and scenes, causes and effects of what happened by carefully selecting 
only some objective events, and additionally coding in language some subjective 
events and evaluative material (cf. Labov and Waletzky 1967; Labov 1997, 
2001, 2006, 2011).  

We hypothesize that the tight fit between construal operations and 
linguistic coding may be idealized and that it should be loosened, especially with 
regard to situations of highly conventionalized contexts of language use, i.e. the 
answer to the question whether any, even the smallest, change of form leads to 
some measurable change in the corresponding conceptualization is probably 
exaggerated.  
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Everything in language is construed, and this comment applies perfectly 
well to the second variable in this book, i.e. events. Their definition has been 
accepted after Zacks and Tversky (2001: 7). It says that an event should be 
understood as “a segment of time at a given location perceived by an observer to 
have a beginning and end”, which implies change, and an active role of the 
observer. Change in time can refer to location, character, goal, instrument and 
other features of dynamic situations. The observer subjectively construes causes, 
participants, their roles, etc. By analogy to objects, there are parts, and kinds of 
events; hence, partonomy and taxonomy of events are proposed. The former 
refer to event components. To exemplify parts of events, one can refer to the 
event of hand shaking, which can be broken down to stretching a hand, shaking 
a hand, bending your body forward, and so on. By comparison, sprinting is a 
kind of running, not the other way round. These two levels of organization of 
events are related. Tversky and Hemenway (1984) conclude that “taxonomic 
organization promotes reasoning about intrinsic properties”, whereas the 
partonomic ones “promote reasoning from physical structure to function and 
cause”. So particular scenes and behavioural episodes belong to event 
partonomies, whereas the basic level of event categorization is situated in event 
taxonomies.  

Numerous classifications of events have been proposed, and they are 
described in chapter two. The applied criteria usually refer to intentionality, 
portion of time that an event involves, or phase of event that is designated, in 
profile, or still in other words in focus and attended to. Besides, an event, 
sometimes also referred to as situation (Radden and Dirven 2007: 176) is 
understood to consist of: conceptual core with participants and their relations, 
time schema, grounding elements with time, reference and reality status, as well 
as setting.  

This chapter also attempts to shed light on the terminology used to 
describe representations of events. These are especially event schema and 
situation model. The former term is used to refer to an abstract level of 
conceptualization and thinking about events, whereas the latter term (situation 
model) has been used to refer to online, dynamic, mental representation of 
evolving situation, either perceived or invoked via language. Situation models 
are similar to mental simulations (cf. Bergen 2012) inasmuch as they are not 
abstract, but very concrete mental models of ongoing, and developing scenarios 
either invoked perceptually (e.g. film, cartoon pictures), or in a top-down 
fashion, also by language (e.g. reading a story). The author pays the readers’ 
attention that the terms used by Langacker (e.g. 1991), chain model, or 
canonical event model should be treated as abstract and closer to the term 
schema.  

Other schemas that are theoretically compatible with both Cognitive 
Grammar and Cognitive Linguistics were proposed by Clair, Rodriguez and 
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Irving (2010: 12). They include schemas such as: X takes Y, As for X Y Verb, 
Happening Schema, and Transfer Schema. These schemas are closer to language 
use, but the whole classification is not entirely methodologically consistent. 
Moreover, events are simple or complex, positive or negative, and they have a 
processual profile or are reified, in which case they masquerade as a THING in 
order to be conceived by analogy to a physical object, i.e. holistically.  

Events in language are not communicated without context, but they are 
always accompanied by other events of larger discourse coherence, which in this 
work is the whole narrative. It has been discussed by Labov and Waletzky 
(1967) as comprising sub-parts of abstract, orientation, complicating action, or 
resolution, which appear in actual narratives to various extent. In conversational 
storytelling the actual narrative can be shortened and only its complicating 
action is coded in language to make a special point. Events within a whole 
narrative structure do not have the same status. Whereas some of them embrace 
the whole temporal scope of the story, some others are restricted to its limited 
region, and even to a single moment within a narrative temporal profile. Defined 
in this way, the temporal displacement set of an event tells us whether it is: free 
and embraces the whole narrative, restricted, or narrative, i.e. limited to a single 
“place” in the sequence of events that constitute a given story. More precisely, 
two events form a narrative if there is a temporal juncture between them, and no 
temporal overlap. In his analytic procedure, Labov (2001) shifts the free events 
to the beginning of the story, the restricted events as early possible within a 
story, whereas the narrative events have to remain where they had been used and 
it is they that constitute the core narrative content. Most importantly, the author 
claims that this is still another aspect of construal, albeit one that refers to  
the discourse level. Interspersed across the whole narrative are evaluative 
comments, e.g. it was silly of him to have done it, or subjective events, whose 
truthfulness cannot be verified, e.g. I thought she was not inside the bathroom 
and that’s why I shot (both invented examples). Some other events have been 
termed ordinary because they describe something that one can easily predict; 
they are uneventful, unsurprising and seemingly unimportant within a narrative 
structure. And yet, their role in the construal of the causal structure of a story is 
invaluable. The particular example from Labov (2004) involves an accident that 
happened to a disabled man after his wife had left him to do some shopping. On 
her return from the shops, time as if slowed down, and after realizing what had 
happened she described almost every ordinary detail, i.e. that she opened the 
door, hung up the coat, and opened a tin of fish, cut a slice of bread, made some 
tea, and so on. This helps construe the causality structure of this story.  

In the present work the author does not propose any single theory of 
causality; instead he adopts a view also accepted in the cognitive linguistics 
literature that causality is construed. Related to this topic is the term most 
reportable event (Labov 2006, 2011). This is the event for which the whole story 
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is worth telling, so one expects it to be surprising, unexpected, in general worth 
presenting. The question of which event one should start from as the earliest in 
the story is answered in such a way that it should be the event that is the earliest 
and still connected causally to the most reportable event.  

Still another theoretical question related to narrative event construal is 
how people remember events, what memory indices they use preferentially. 
Research suggests that the memory indices are arranged on a cline from best to 
worst in the following way: characters, locations, objects, activities, and last, 
time (cf. Lancaster and Barsalou 1999; Zacks, Tversky and Iyer 2000).  

The chapter on events in narrative structure finishes the part of theoretical 
prerequisites. It has a goal of proper literature review, and creates a context for 
the chapters in the second, research-based part. What emergies of the theoretical 
considerations is that prominence is the ultimate goal of construal, which is 
multi-aspectual, refering both to the level of a single scene, and the whole 
discourse. In general, it involves the so-called conceptual, mental level, while 
the term coding is reserved to denote the choice and configurations of language 
form. Where this is important the reader is reminded of the distinction. 

The research part is based on data gathered from Polish learners of 
English as a foreign language. It has been founded on two traditions, the first  
of which is broadly speaking Cognitive Linguistics. The other is the tradition of 
studying foreign language use, not its learning-acquisition. Hulstijn (2007: 197) 
distinguishes psychological and linguistic SLA literatures, and they can be 
contrasted as follows. Whereas the linguistic tradition is characteristic of 
focusing on the representation of L2 information, the psychological tradition 
foregrounds “the way L2 learners process … information”. It is the psychological, 
cognitive, processing tradition that this work can be identified with, especially if 
one asks about the data used in the empirical studies. L2 is considered in them to 
be an independent and legitimate object of study, though comparisons between 
L1 Polish and L2 English data are naturally made. The author also claims that 
this research is at least partly compatible with questions asked by research into 
psycholinguistic variability of learner language, some aspects of transfer, 
cognitive accounts of SL production, status of knowledge, or controlling access 
to L2 and L1, all dealt with in appropriate chapters by Ellis (2008), but not in the 
present monograph for lack of space, and because they do not directly fit the 
goal of dealing with construal processes during narrative production or 
comprehension.  

Three studies have been presented in chapters four, five and six with the 
general goal of referring to the construal of narrative events on discourse level. 
In other words, because construal is such a broad category, the author decided to 
discuss its operations on the level of the whole narrative. This limitation is in 
keeping with the topic of the monograph and its goal. Narratives are made of  
a batch of events that are not haphazard, but carefully selected to construe 
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temporality, causal structure, blame, and other pragmatic goals. Although  
a discussion of how language users configure single scenes is interesting as well, 
the general question that is more important in the present work is how the whole 
set of narrative events are selected and arranged.  

The studies in chapter four begin with an important, preliminary non-
linguistic task of video unitization. The participants were asked to divide a short 
silent video into meaningful units without being instructed what the size of the 
units should be. This perceptual task did not use language on purpose to show 
that the event category is psychologically real. The effected event units were of 
variable sizes. However, the participants can be seen to have divided themselves 
spontaneously into two groups, with the mean of 28 breakpoints per recording as 
the selected borderline between fine-grain coders and coarse-grain coders. The 
strategy reported in the post-task survey was to use change of activity, end of 
activity, beginning of activity, change of movement, place (in this order) to 
signal event boundaries. This shows that this perceptual task was clearly not 
only a perceptual task and that top-down processing, i.e. matching the video 
input to the already existing categories of action took place spontaneously as 
expected. Also, both groups reported the events in chronological order, and they 
were observed to distribute information about a single event in different ways, 
with the default of one event per single intonation unit. Where this option was 
not selected, e.g. one event – a few intonation units, the components of a single 
event become more cognitively prominent. The event descriptions in both 
groups of speakers also tended to be person-object pairs. Interestingly, even if 
the video was not hard to talk about as it showed mundane, everyday activity 
performed at home, it turned out that both groups, both native and non-native 
speakers produced a considerable amount of pauses and hesitations testifying to 
the effortful character of construal-coding operations. Both groups’ verbal 
interpretations of the visual input were often creative, not re-creative. Some 
speakers even commented that the task required creativity despite the instruction 
to retell the video content.  

The fifth chapter deals with the construal of causality. The whole narrative 
can be viewed as a personal theory of how something happened (cf. Labov and 
Waletzky 1967). This book, and in agreement with cognitive linguistics theory, 
does not put forward any particular theory of causality, but accepts the 
understanding that it is construed. Generally, the following can become causes 
of what happened: 

 
a) Events are causes, 
b) Emotions are causes, 
c) Lack of impediment can be a cause, 
d) Instrument may be a cause. 
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Certainly, this list is not exhaustive, but in general, one should remember that 
CAUSE is a radial category with some determining factor and human agency. 
Two studies follow this brief theoretical introduction. The first is a language 
production task, whereas the other a language comprehension one. In the 
language production experiment the author wished to test if foreign language 
students would be able to manipulate the content of their story retellings such 
that they would put blame for what had happened in the story on the person 
clearly designated for this role in the task instruction. The input story was 
provided as a list of simple clauses that represented objective events, i.e. the 
participants were supposed to accept that they did indeed take place. This was 
done purposefully in order to control for the content of linguistic reproductions. 
The speakers had no complete freedom what to say. However, because they had 
been instructed to either put blame on the husband in the story for what had 
happened or be as objective as possible, they construed their renditions of the 
input version differently. The experiment sought to answer the research question 
of what they would do if they had to polarize participant roles. The operational 
definition of the strength of causal connections within a narrative was the 
amount of the so-called objective events in comparison to the amount of 
evaluative material, and subjective events. The only instruction given in the 
“blame-husband” condition was, retell what had happened in such a way as to 
put blame on your husband, and in the “be objective” condition the instruction 
was, be as objective as possible. The two independent groups’ versions differed 
significantly as regards the number of objective, subjective events and evaluative 
comments. The author concludes that foreign language learners spontaneously 
used evaluative comments and subjective events as the major construal strategy. 
The study is innovative inasmuch as it corroborated Labov’s (2011) results  
of discourse analysis in experimental conditions, with important variables 
controlled for.  

The follow-up, language comprehension task in this chapter had the goal 
of testing if language users (readers) would be sensitive to the differences 
between different versions of the story discussed above, one in the be objective 
condition, and the other in the blame the husband condition. Though a little 
repeatedly, in the former condition more objective events were effected at the 
expense of evaluative material and subjective events in a statistically significant 
way. This, in turn, was interpreted in such a way that if a story is construed with 
the use of objective events, it takes care of the causal structure of a narrative 
better than a story full of evaluative material and subjective events. Two 
independent groups of participants were asked to read selected stories (of equal 
length) that differed only with regard to the amount of objective events used in 
them. They ranked both stories on a cline of credibility, which was an indirect 
measure (operationalization) of story coherence, and hence its causal structure. 
Indeed the story that presented more objective events was ranked more credible 
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in a statistically significant way, and hence better construed with regard to 
cause-effect links. Construal operations were shown to operate on the whole 
narrative structure.  

Last, chapter six undertakes the task of analyzing written retellings of  
a story for children. The main units that the author scrutinizes are sentence and 
event. The former was granted a special cognitive status as the so-called centre 
of interest, for it is a language user’s attempt at overcoming the limitation of 
his/her limited focus of consciousness. The format of a single clause is selected 
to code one event, but there are multiple possibilities. In general, compound 
clauses code two events of equal cognitive status, and hence also equal as 
regards their cognitive prominence. Subordination, on the other hand, allows 
ranking for cognitive salience different entities that a language user decided  
to use.  

Apart from the relation between sentence types and events in Polish-
native and English-foreign retellings of the story, the other variable that was 
taken into account was input type: either static in the form of pictures, or 
dynamic visualisation in the form of video. The first analysis demonstrated that 
there was no significant effect of language on the number of sentences, hence 
also centres of interest in story retellings against the prediction that the Polish 
versions of the story would contain more sentences due to greater ease, fluency 
and freedom with which one uses a native language. However, the choice of 
video over pictures resulted in greater number of sentences regardless of 
language used, and this effect was explained by the observation that the video 
condition allowed more freedom during construal-coding, i.e. the participants 
were able to choose any moment from the video they felt was important. Task 
choice turned out to be related to how content becomes construed (cf. Skehan 
and Foster 1999). Most interestingly, there was significant interaction between 
language and input-type, such that it was the choice of Polish coupled with the 
video presentation that resulted in the greatest number of sentences written per 
one retelling.  

The second analysis in this chapter undertook the task of testing relations 
between different sentence types in either Polish or English versions of the story. 
No significant effect was shown to exist, but the reader is reminded that the 
author did not take into account the criterion of grammatical correctness, and L2 
data was treated on a par with the data set of Polish retellings.  

Still another quantitative analysis in this part looked at the between groups 
comparison of Polish-English data sets regarding the number of events actually 
construed and coded (regardless of their salience level). The obtained results 
induced the author to accept the experimental hypothesis that indeed there were 
more events per sample on average in the Polish retellings of the story regardless 
of input type and in a statistically significant way. This effect was small for 
single clauses, small for coordinate sentences, but especially big for subordinate 
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and more complex structures. It was concluded (and this conclusion was further 
corroborated by a qualitative analysis of the data sets) that the users of Polish-
native language were able to “pack” more events within a single sentential 
frame, in this way additionally ranking their cognitive prominence by such 
cognitive-syntactic operations as reification.  

In general, chapter six demonstrated again how effortful construal and 
linguistic coding processes are regardless of whether one used his/her native or 
foreign language. In the process of recruiting conceptual content from memory 
and coding it in language both groups (PL-ENG) exhibited similarities but also 
differences discussed in the proper chapter.  

What is this book not about? The author wishes to stress that this work 
does not propose didactic implications that could be drawn from the discussion 
of how language users, both native and non-native, construe and code events to 
form a narrative. Neither does it try to supplement the existing theories of 
second language acquisition. Its major contribution and different but related foci 
are placed on language processing, the theoretical perspective described by 
Hulstijn (2007: 197), but also represented for example by Cieślicka (2006). 
Moreover, it is the whole narrative, the discourse perspective that was the 
author’s focus throughout the presentation of experimental studies in part two.  
 



Conclusions 

The foregoing theoretical chapters of this monograph have supported the main 
thesis that construal operations subserve the more superordinate goal of ranking 
the cognitive salience of entities of a conceptualization while language form 
plays the role of instructing about its details. Hence the author decided to use 
two terms: construal and coding. While the former was associated with 
conceptualization, the latter with language form. This is in agreement with 
Cognitive Grammar (cf. e.g. Langacker 1991). One should not think, however, 
they are dissociated. On the contrary, any linguistic expression involves both 
semantic and segmental poles, together with correspondences between them. 
The decision to posit cognitive salience with this super-ordinate status within 
construal operations was made after extensive literature review on the topic of 
construal, and a conclusion that it was attention, and effected salience that 
constituted the common denominator of different categorizations. Moreover, it 
was also in agreement with the author’s own predictions and observations, as 
well as some modern treatments of the topic, e.g. attention in language (e.g. 
Talmy 2007).  

However, the author stays neutral as regards the choice of a particular 
model, or theory of attention, and instead accepts that multiple strands of 
research contribute specific details that form a related network of knowledge in 
this respect. This work accepted such theorizing on attention and consciousness 
that posits the former the status of a number of implicit mental processes 
constituting the content of the latter (consciousness).  

Moreover, the theory shows that features and functions of attention as 
they are discussed in psychological literature converge with discussions of this 
topic within cognitive linguistics literature. For example, Langacker’s (1987, 
1991, 1999, 2001, 2008) distinctions in this respect are profile/base alignment, 
figure/ground distinction, mental scanning operations, windowing in discourse, 
designation, reification, cognitive definitions of grammatical categories (noun, 
verb, adjective, adverb, etc.), temporality/atemporality, grounding, attentional 
frame, Autonomy/Dependence, modification/complementation), e-site, prominence 
asymmetry, foregrounding/backgrounding. They all involve selection of an 
entity from some larger conceptual scope, the so-called profile on a base, where 
the base constitutes the context against which the designatum of an expression is 
defined. The psychological terms such as scope of attention, focused/unfocused 
attention, exogenous and endogenous attention, selective and divided attention, 
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to mention only a few converge with the Cognitive Linguistics terminology in 
this respect.  

The theoretical format of the representations and processes accepted here 
was that of the so called perceptual symbol systems (Barsalou 1999). They are 
creative neural mechanisms, so also conceptual in nature, though based on the 
same modality specific circuits that allow visual, kinaesthetic, olfactory, motor 
and other types of perceptual information. Barsalou (ibid.) said that attention 
within a mental simulation (cf. Bergen 2012) instructed via language should be 
treated as a semantic feature of a linguistic expression. Instead of describing 
meaning with reference to abstract symbols, the author prefers to accept the 
theoretical bases of mental simulation theory. It is very similar to the proposal 
expressed by the so-called situation models, which are “mental representation[s] 
of activity described by discourse” (Zacks & Tversky 2001: 35). The similarity 
is indeed close if mental simulations and situation models are agreed to be 
online, dynamic, and most importantly, modal, i.e. not expressed in terms of 
abstract symbols (Bergen, private communication, e-mail DOA: 23.06.2014).  

Still another theoretical stance accepted by the author of the present 
monograph was that L2 knowledge, skill and processing, though different from 
L1 qualitatively and quantitatively (cf. Paradis 2009, Ellis, N. 1999, 2003, 
2006a,b, Schmiedtova 2008, 2013) is a legitimate object of study as regards 
construal and coding of narrative events. The author was not as much interested 
in grammatical correctness, lexis, dysfluencies, as in the very act of construing 
and coding of events in Polish-native or English-foreign languages. Naturally, 
appropriate comparisons were made in this respect, and they are described when 
the author deals with the second, experimental research part of the thesis.  

The author also accepted the definition of the event concept after Zacks 
and Tversky (2001: 7), i.e. as “a segment of time at a given location perceived 
by an observer to have a beginning and end”. This definition is convenient for it 
is most embracing and encompasses many, sometimes mutually exclusive, 
categorizations of this term. A single event has the most salient conceptual core 
and less salient background context. “Different types of action, activity, process, 
or state can be perceived and conceptualized as (more or less prototypical 
instances of) events” (Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk 2014: 36). The book 
demonstrated parts of events (partonomies) and their kinds (taxonomies). The 
former can be represented at the time-scale of between one to a few seconds, in 
which case they are referred to as atomic events, or a larger time interval of 10 to 
30 seconds, where intentionality begins to play a role (cf. Zacks and Tversky 
2001). Action components either related to mere physical change and change 
associated with goal are registered as cognitively prominent, and so perceived, 
remembered, also construed and coded in language appropriately. 

Knowledge about events is not only stored in the episodic memory, but it 
is schematized, hence models and schemas of events have been proposed. Such 
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generalized knowledge structures of events are claimed to enable binding of 
numerous features, objects and characters as belonging to a single event, or 
scene. They also allow embedding, so important in understanding the partonomy 
of events. In addition, they accommodate different levels of abstraction. 
Moreover, they are active both in top-down and bottom-up up processing. In 
cognitive linguistics, Langacker’s (e.g. 1991, 2008) schematic representation of 
events assumes the name of action chain model, billiard ball model, and 
canonical event model. These are archetypal for numerous examples of events as 
they may appear in a narrative. Their salient parts are physical objects 
(analogized to billiard balls), whose physical motion exerts force (causes) and 
effects their movements. Various metaphorical extensions of such a scenario 
(observer included or excluded) are possible in language that codes narrative 
events. Hence time as well as cause was shown to be dynamically construed.   

Events’ natural habitat is narrative. This is where they are selected (or not) 
by language users to present a story, seldom (if ever) without a point. The book 
surveyed the oft quoted traditional work by Labov and Waletzky (1967), 
together with much more recent work by Labov (1997, 2001, 2004, 2006, and 
2011), on event reportablity, sequential and temporal organization or events, 
credibility, causality, assignment of blame and praise, viewpoint, how speakers 
lie and present evaluative material together with the so-called subjective in place 
of objective events, ordinary events and their role in constructing causality. All 
these topics are modern discourse-analytic interpretations of narrative. Apart 
from this, however, the author provides references to work which goes beyond 
the context of narrative as an account of personal experience. An example of this 
work is Ervin-Tripp and Küntay (1997: 132-166), or Norrick (2003). Speakers 
were shown to present fragments of stories during conversations, not the full 
elaborations of a schema, to make a special point, or illustrate an idea.  

The research part of this work described in chapters four, five and six had 
the goal of experimentally testing the most general hypothesis of the primacy of 
the goal of reaching cognitive salience of selected entities in the processes of 
construal-coding. The experimental studies presented, supplemented with some 
qualitative analyses were designed to answer questions about the whole narrative 
sequence, rather than about specific scenes and configurations of elements 
within them. The data came from L2 English and L1 Polish. The author, in 
agreement with Hulstijn (2007: 197), or Cieślicka (2006), treats L2 as a fully 
legitimate object of study. Some other researchers who are interested in L2 
processing are for example N. Ellis (2006b), Schmiedtova (2008, 2013), Paradis 
(2009), Roberts and Siyanova-Chanturia (2013), Van Beek et al. (2013), also 
Arabski and Wojtyszek (2010).  

Studies performed in chapter four of non-lingistic video unitization and 
verbalisation showed that the event category is psychologically real. The 
participants did not divide themselves clearly into either fine or coarse event 
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units, but those who effected beyond 28 breakpoints were in the minority, and 
most of them had as many breakpoints in the video unitization task as in the 
video verbalization task irrespective of language used, either Polish-L1, or 
English-L2, i.e. the difference in the numbers of events between groups of L1 
and L2 coders did not differ in a statistically significant way. The salient 
moments in the video that the participants used to insert breakpoints, as reported 
in the post task questionnaire, were change of activity, end of activity, beginning 
of activity, or change of location and character (in this order). This induces the 
conclusion that the cognitive prominence of these special moments can be 
attributed to the parallel use in the perceptual task of the schemas for events. The 
comparison of the number of intonation units and events used regardless of 
language additionally showed that the preferred strategy in the linguistic coding 
of events is to distribute its content across more than one intonation unit. This, in 
turn, is analogized to the shifting attention focus and its limitation as proposed 
by Chafe (2004). Moreover, the speakers of Polish-L1 preferred to create more 
events at moments important for the causal structure of the presented sequence 
of events, whereas their English-L2 seemed to rely on the strategy to use the first 
available clue during verbalization without waiting for the clue to be 
disambiguated. Additionally, the salient organization of events was along the 
time scale, i.e. sequential, as presented in the input with occasional comments 
that someone forgot to say something that had happened before; many intonation 
units were character-object pairs. Moreover, despite the clear instruction to re-
create the content, some speakers commented that the task required creativity, 
which was generally corroborated by a large amount of pauses, hesitations, and 
other examples of disfluent use of language coupled with interpretations that had 
not been shown by the video.  

The next chapter of part two presented two experimental studies into the 
causality of events. The conclusions reached in them also confirmed the 
hypothesis about the superordinate importance of the goal of reaching cognitive 
salience of selected entities within a narrative. The studies involved two 
experimental designs, one language production and the other language 
comprehension. The former demonstrated that English-L2 writers were able to 
manipulate the content of a narrative in such a way as to put blame on one 
character for what had happened. The effected strategies involved the dominant 
use of evaluative material and subjective events at the expense of objective 
events (for details see chapter 5). The novelty of this approach, in comparison to 
similar studies (e.g. Labov 2011), is that the author was able to control for 
important variables to demonstrate what strategies are used when the 
participants had the task of polarizing participant roles. As an important follow-
up, the comprehension task tested whether English-L2 readers are sensitive to 
the differences between stories written in the two different conditions of the 
experiment, i.e. “be objective”, and “try to put blame on your husband”. The 
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results showed that the use of objective events (not subjective events together 
with evaluative material of a different kind) led to greater effected credibility 
ascribed to this version of the story, which in turn was an operational definition 
of the strength of causal relations construed and coded in language.  

Last but not least, chapter six looked at different sentence types and 
events in a task that required students to write a narrative on the basis of a silent 
video, or its picture presentation. In other words, two independent variables were 
used: language (PL – ENG) and input type (video – pictures) in a 2 x 2 ANOVA 
experimental design. The salience of the observed events regardless of input 
type depended on the interpretation of their causality. The study observed no 
significant difference between the number of events selected for direct linguistic 
coding in English-L2 and Polish-L1 conditions. This was interpreted as a 
consequence of the observation that the input did not pose special coding 
problems. However, the choice of video over pictures effected a statistically 
greater number of sentences, operationalised as centres of interest after Chafe 
(1994). Moreover, an interesting interaction between input type and language 
(L2 or L1) was noticed, namely, it was the Polish writers who benefitted more 
from the video input, because writing in L1 they had the flexibility to select and 
code in language any event they decided was important. By contrast, in general 
the writers of L2 and L1 did not use more sentences of one type (single, 
coordinate, subordinate and complex). When the author looked at the 
relationships between sentences and events, it turned out that English-L2 writers 
were less adept at packing many events in the (especially) subordinate and 
complex sentential format and in this way ranking them for cognitive 
prominence. Moreover, the qualitative analysis in this chapter showed that in 
general the sentences in the pictures condition, due to more processing effort 
required to reach understanding of what was happening, were more interpretative 
than in the video condition. Moreover, there was evidence in the data of both L2 
and L1 of dynamic and effortful construal of the input.  

In sum, the theoretical chapters together with results of experimental 
studies of part two speak to the hypothesized primacy of the goal of reaching 
cognitive salience of selected events and their components during the construal 
and linguistic coding of a narrative. Surely, more detailed experimental work on 
the level of a single scene as regards event construal in discourse context would 
be expected as a natural follow-up to the present study.  
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